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More than 250 members

of the Class of ’77 from all

faculties celebrated their

Silver Jubilee at Loke Yew

Hall on Saturday,

September 27, 2003.

www.hku.hk/alumni/class77

The first ever set of special HKU Octopus Cards

was initiated and designed by the Class of ’77.

The Cards carry the “historical pictures” of

major HKU sceneries including Main Building

in1930s, Lily Pond in1970s, Old Halls, St

John’s College in 1960s, Ricci Hall in 1929,

University Hall and Lady Ho Tung Hall in 1970s. 

Congratulations to the 1st prize

winner who bought the lucky red

rose corsage made by student of

Hong Kong University Graduates

Association Primary School. This

was one of the fundraising

initiatives of the Class.

Alumni Giving Tradition
Beginning with the Silver Jubilee of the Class of ‘71, alumni of each succeeding year have

continued a tradition of raising HK$1 million, as a benchmark, for HKU Foundation. 

Year Amount Organising Committee Chair(s)

Class of ’71 $1 Million Mrs Annie Bentley & Ms Shelley Lee 
Class of ’72 $1.02 Million Mr Lawrence Fung
Class of ’73 $1.18 Million Mr Stanley Chu
Class of ’74 $1 Million Ms Choy So Yuk
Class of ’75 $1.19 Million Mr Wilfred Wong & Ms Linda Tsui
Class of ’77 $13 Million Mr Gary Chow

“… The Silver Jubilee of HKU Class of ’77 reunion and

fundraising has no doubt acted as catalyst for this

commitment … It’s a continuing of our father’s (Dr S H

Ho) legacy …. it’s a joy to give but definitely an honour

to share …” Stella Ho, Social Sciences, from Singapore.

She and her husband Dr T L Ho contributed a lot of efforts

for the donations from the S H Ho Foundation.

“I am grateful for this opportunity to add

value to my life, and to have something

worthwhile to tell my children.” 

Frederick Tong, Social Sciences
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“For many, it’s our first meeting in 25 years, 
but a common thread ‘links’ us all. 

I couldn’t wait for the next meeting in 2027!” 
Catherine Cheung, Arts
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……

SARS SARS

spectacular and resourceful society.

Gary Chow, Social Sciences, Chairman of Organising Committee Organising Committee 

“In many respects, HKU was and still

the best university in Hong Kong.” 

Warren Chan, Law

……

“I always look almost 10 years

younger. No wonder he (Gary, the

Chairman) recognised me first in the

OC meeting.”
Betty Chan, Arts

“.…..Our Alma Mater is already ‘the most

established and recognised university in Hong Kong’

and I should add, in all China and S. E. Asia.…..” 

Dr Rayson Huang, 
the then Vice-Chancellor of the Class of ’77.
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May Wong, Arts

“Come-on Architects!’ was their cry of the 70s.

With ideals and dreams, they faced the reality.

Block by block, they build with credibility.

Against all odds, they will live with society.” 

Wong Wah-sang, Architecture“Whenever I get involved in

alumni activities, it always

reminds me of the good old days 

in the University.” 

Paul Mak, Industrial Engineering


